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Abstract

Background: Impaired consciousness has been associated with impaired cortical signal propagation after transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS). We hypothesised that the reduced current propagation under propofol-induced unre-

sponsiveness is associated with changes in both feedforward and feedback connectivity across the cortical hierarchy.

Methods: Eight subjects underwent left occipital TMS coupled with high-density EEG recordings during wakefulness and

propofol-induced unconsciousness. Spectral analysis was applied to responses recorded from sensors overlying six hi-

erarchical cortical sources involved in visual processing. Dynamic causal modelling (DCM) of induced timeefrequency

responses and evoked response potentials were used to investigate propofol’s effects on connectivity between regions.

Results: Sensor space analysis demonstrated that propofol reduced both induced and evoked power after TMS in oc-

cipital, parietal, and frontal electrodes. Bayesian model selection supported a DCM with hierarchical feedforward and

feedback connections. DCM of induced EEG responses revealed that the primary effect of propofol was impaired feed-

forward responses in cross-frequency theta/alphaegamma coupling and within frequency theta coupling (F contrast,

family-wise error corrected P<0.05). An exploratory analysis (thresholded at uncorrected P<0.001) also suggested that

propofol impaired feedforward and feedback beta band coupling. Post hoc analyses showed impairments in all feedfor-

ward connections and one feedback connection from parietal to occipital cortex. DCM of the evoked response potential

showed impaired feedforward connectivity between left-sided occipital and parietal cortex (T contrast P¼0.004, Bon-

ferroni corrected).
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Conclusions: Propofol-induced loss of consciousness is associated with impaired hierarchical feedforward connectivity

assessed by EEG after occipital TMS.
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Editor’s key points

� Cortical connectivity is reduced under general anaes-

thesia regardless of anaesthetic drug used, which is

thought to be attributable mainly to suppression of

feedback connectivity.

� This was analysed using transcranial magnetic stimu-

lation coupled with high-density EEG recordings during

wakefulness and propofol-induced unconsciousness.

� Dynamic causal modelling showed that the primary

effect of propofol was on feedforward connectivity,

with some effect on feedback connectivity.

� Thus changes in both feedforward and feedback

cortical connectivity might be involved in the effects of

anaesthetics on consciousness.
Impaired consciousness has been associated with impaired

cortical signal propagation and complexity of cortical re-

sponses to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).1e5

Complexity of the TMS response is preserved with discon-

nected consciousness6 or dreaming during ketamine-induced

unresponsiveness5 but not during loss of consciousness with

propofol-induced unresponsiveness.5 These effects might

reflect impaired integration of information within the

thalamo-cortical system.7 Consciousness (defined as ‘subjec-

tive experience’) results from continuous bidirectional causal

interactions between hierarchically organised thalamo-

cortical areas.7,8 We use the term ‘feedback’ to refer to con-

nections from higher- to lower-order brain regions and ‘feed-

forward’ the opposite, that is connections organised in the

same centripetal direction as sensory pathways. Accumu-

lating data show that cortical connectivity is reduced under

general anaesthesia, regardless of anaesthetic drug used,9e16

with evidence from resting state data (collected in the

absence of overt sensory stimuli) that feedback connectivity is

predominantly suppressed (but see one studywith propofol17).

Moreover, our recent study in rodents found direct evidence

that feedback cortico-cortical connections are preferentially

suppressed by isoflurane.18 However, these observations seem

at apparent odds with the impaired current propagation

observed across the cortex after TMS that would also recruit

feedforward pathways, especially if targeted to a lower-order

cortical region. We hypothesised that recruiting both feed-

forward and feedback projections through TMS of sensory

cortex would reveal impairment in bidirectional connectivity.

We study feedforward and feedback signalling at the cortical

level and this should be differentiated from ‘bottomeup’

arousal19 and sensory signalling20 that would be recruited

more readily by sensory stimuli. Use of TMS is particularly

advantageous in this setting, as it allows us to directly perturb

cortical dynamics, bypassing ‘bottomeup’ mechanisms, and

allowing direct assessment of feedforward and feedback hi-

erarchical interactions of cortex.
The concept of a cortical hierarchy, introduced by Hubel

and Wiesel,21,22 is proposed to underlie an ascending infor-

mation processing stream, with lower-order sensory regions

converging on increasingly complex multimodal association

cortices. This has been further developed with models based

on predictive coding23,24 that emphasise the role of descending

connections in the integration of information across func-

tionally specialised brain regions. Using TMS to stimulate a

lower level of the hierarchy affords the opportunity to model

bidirectional connectivity between different levels of the

cortical hierarchy.

To provide a mechanistic account of these effects, we used

dynamic causal modelling (DCM)25 to investigate changes in

feedforward and feedback connectivity across the cortical hi-

erarchy during propofol-induced unconsciousness. DCM ana-

lyses causal interactions among cortical regions, allowing

inferences about the strength of feedforward and feedback

connectivity and to investigate how directional connectivity

changes between experimental conditions. DCM combines

realistic dynamical models of interacting cortical regions with

a spatial forward model of how cortical activity translates into

scalp EEG. This allows estimation of cortical connectivity from

observed scalp EEG data within a unified Bayesian framework.

As a limited number of prior sources can be modelled by

DCM, herein we selected sources that have been identified

previously to be hierarchically connected26,27 and plausibly

involved in generating EEG responses to TMS. Our primary

outcome was DCM for induced responses,25 as it allows

modelling of cross-frequency coupling that is important for

information transfer across the cortical hierarchy.23,28 We pre-

viously used DCM tomodel resting-state EEG data between two

higher-order cortical regions (finding impaired feedback con-

nectivity)16; herein we extend these models to include an

additional (lower) level of the cortical hierarchy. DCM offers

several advantages for testing hypotheses about between- and

within-region coupling, including the use of Bayesian model

selection (BMS) to choose the most plausible model for the

data.25 In addition, DCM applied to timeefrequency EEG re-

sponses allows estimates of between-region ‘within frequency’

and ‘cross-frequency’ coupling, which are all thought to be

important for the integration of information between hierar-

chical regions of cortex. Regarding the latter point,most studies

of connectivity between different cortical regions under

anaesthesia have focused on ‘within frequency’ effects (e.g. Lee

and colleagues,12 Blain-Moraes and colleagues29). Cross-

frequency coupling has been shown to play a role in neuronal

computation, underlying various cognitive functions including

sensory processing,motor responses, andmemory, which have

relevance for anaesthesia.30 We focus on the induced response

that includes power changes that are not necessarily ‘phase

locked’ to the stimulus. In contrast, evoked responses are

averaged in the time domain before further analyses and so are

‘phase locked’ (the EEG signal has the same phase angle at the

start of each trial) to the stimulus. DCM for induced responses
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models time-varying spectral changes and the interaction be-

tween these spectra at different sources. Essentially this pro-

vides assessment of power-based connectivity strengths

between multiple sources over time, including the ability

to look at cross-frequency power interactions (i.e.

amplitudeeamplitude coupling). It is important for the reader

to note that this is different to other forms of cross-frequency

coupling, which are also biologically important, and typically

have been assessed using phaseephase or phaseeamplitude

coupling rather than power coupling.25,29e33 We also applied

DCM to the evoked response potential (ERP), focusing on time

domain data rather than timeefrequency responses. DCM for

ERPs use a cortical neural mass model that explains source

activity in terms of the dynamics of interacting inhibitory and

excitatory subpopulations of neurones within a cortical source

and asymmetric feedforward and feedback interactions be-

tween sources. In doing so, we sought to verify the changes that

we observed in the DCM of induced responses with those of an

alternate, biologically plausible model applied to ERPs.
Methods

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

Medical School of the University of Liege. After informed con-

sent was obtained, eight subjects underwent occipital gyrus

(BA19) TMS-EEG (~110 V m�1) during wakefulness while lying

on the bed with eyes open. In a second recording session, a

target-controlled infusion (TCI; Alaris TIVA, CareFusion) of

propofolwas then commenced by a certified anaesthesiologist.

Propofol was infused until the subject became unresponsive to

verbal commandormild shaking (Ramsay sedation scale 5e632)

as with our previous studies of propofol sedation.5,33 Depth of

sedation was assessed using Ramsay sedation scale at 5 min

intervals. The initial target for induction was set at 3 mg ml�1,

and further adjusted to achieve a Ramsay sedation score of 5 or

6 in all subjects with the lowest propofol concentration. Once

thedesired level of sedationwas obtained, a 5min equilibration

period was allowed to ensure equilibration of propofol con-

centration between compartments before starting TMS and

EEG recording. The propofol concentration needed to achieve a

Ramsay score of 5 ranged between 1.8 and 5 mg ml�1. In three

subjects additional data were collected at Ramsay sedation

scale 3 during induction of anaesthesia, again maintained at a

stable plasma concentration with Marsh model TCI. Plasma

and effect-site concentrations of propofol were estimated us-

ing a three-compartment model34 and were increased at ~1 mg
ml�1 increments until unresponsiveness was obtained, with 5

min allowed for equilibration between each change in infusion

rate. TMS-EEG was then repeated in this unresponsive state.

Throughout theexperiment, oxygenwasadministered through

a loosely fitted facemask. None of the subjects recalled events

after recovery from propofol-induced unresponsiveness.

TMS was combined with a magnetic resonance-guided nav-

igation system (NBS) and a 60-channel TMS-compatible EEG

amplifier (Nexstim eXimia; Nexstim Plc., Helsinki, Finland).

Real-time navigation based on individual structural magnetic

resonance images was used to optimise the efficacy of TMS

targeting the left middle occipital gyrus. The maximum electric

field inducedbyTMSwas alwaysorientedperpendicularly to the

convexity of the occipital cortical gyrus with intensity adjusted

to values above the threshold for a significant EEG response

(80e160 V m�1). Reproducibility of the stimulation-coordinates

across sessions was optimised by software coupled to the NBS
systemthat indicated inreal timeanydeviation fromthedesired

target, >3 mm. TMSwas performed bymeans of a Focal Bipulse

8-Coil, driven by a Mobile Stimulator Unit (Eximia TMS Stimu-

lator, Nexstim Plc.). At least 200 stimuli were acquired, with

stimuli delivered at random intervals (between 2 and 2.3 s). The

auditory response to the coil’s click and bone conduction were

minimised by presentation of white noise while wearing ear

plugs.35 Occipital TMS in wakefulness did not induce reports of

changes in visual perception.
Preprocessing

EEG data were filtered at 0.5e40 Hz (finite impulse response;

EEGLAB, Swartz, Center for Computational Neuroscience,

University of San Diego, San Diego, USA). Higher frequencies

were not analysed over concern of electromyographic

contamination of the signal after TMS. Wakefulness and un-

responsiveness data were then downsampled to 250 Hz,

epoched (from e800 to þ800 ms around TMS pulse), and

referenced to average using Statistical Parametric Mapping

software (SPM12, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For descriptive

purposes, we divided data into the following bands: theta 4e8

Hz, alpha 8e14 Hz, beta 14e28 Hz, and gamma 28e40 Hz.

Timeefrequency analyses of induced and evoked power

were conducted in sensor space for six selected channels in

occipital (PO3, PO4), parietal (CP3, CP4), and frontal (AF1, AF2)

regions. These regions were selected as overlying hierarchical-

connected regions of cortex. For induced power, time domain

data underwent timeefrequency decomposition using a

seventh-order Morlet wavelet transform, and then this

timeefrequency decomposition was robust averaged. For

evoked power, time domain data were robust averaged and

then underwent timeefrequency decomposition using a

seventh-order Morlet wavelet transform.
Statistical analysis of sensor data

Illustrative group level contrasts were conducted at each

channel for changes in the spectral response to TMS induced

by propofol using paired T contrasts over 1 Hz frequency bins.

Statistical significance was set using a family-wise error (FWE)

rate corrected for multiple comparisons either at P<0.05 at the

cluster level (with uncorrected P value threshold <0.001) or at
P<0.05 at the peak level. As this was a descriptive analysis,

cluster FWE is reported when peak FWE is not reached. Note,

this is not conducted for the DCM analyses (primary outcome)

where only peak FWE is reported.
Dynamic causal modelling

Because of inherent temporal resolution limitations of

timeefrequency decomposition, differences in cortico-cortical

connectivity are best addressed using model-based ap-

proaches such as DCM, which are designed to assess changes

in directional (feedforward vs feedback) dynamics that are

most likely to explain differences in scalp EEG responses

triggered by TMS. Hence we complemented scalp-level anal-

ysis with a formal assessment of hierarchical connectivity

using DCM that can be divided into two classes: biophysical or

phenomenological.31 Biophysical models (e.g. for ERP) include

constraints imposed on the biology of the underlying neuronal

circuits such as membrane properties of pyramidal cells or

interneurons. Phenomenological models (e.g. for induced re-

sponses) describe the statistical relationships between factors

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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in themodel; for induced responses, the critical factors are the

power spectra themselves. Our primary interest was to model

differences in connectivity within a cortical hierarchy defined

a priori that best explained observed differences in power

spectra. We focus on the DCM of induced responses so that we

can include information from cross frequency coupling, which

is an important means of inter-regional information transfer

between hierarchically related regions of cortex.30 DCM of the

ERP25 was used as a secondary analysis to confirm the findings

using a very different, biologically plausible model.
Dynamic causal modelling of induced responses

For a thorough description of DCM of timeefrequency re-

sponses, see Chen and colleagues25,31 In brief, DCM of induced

responses models the temporal evolution of instantaneous

power in a source as a function f($) of power in all sources. The

equation for the model is as follows, where g(u)i is the spectral

density, over frequency u, of the ith unit:

_gðuÞi ¼
X
j

f
h
gðuÞi; gðuÞj

i

This model explains the relationship between the

amplitude of an oscillation in one region with that in another.

DCM utilises a generalised convolution model of the co-

efficients of the Taylor series expansion of the model above as

the output. Causal inference is permitted as this is a ‘func-

tional’ expansion where time information is retained so we

know that the relevant inputs precede the outputs. DCM of

induced responses therefore models time-dependent changes

in spectral energy. Thus, we can model the dynamics of the

equation above using a first-order Taylor expansion to give:
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In this context, the matrices A and C contain coupling

parameters that explain changes in spectral activity at each

node based on spectral changes in all nodes and inputs u(t),

that is TMS pulses, to the model. A and C can be further

defined:

Aij ¼
0
@

a11ij / a1Kij
« 1 «
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1
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0
@ C1

i
«
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i
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A

The scalar aij
kl relays how changes in the kth frequency in

the ith source depend on the lth frequency in the jth source.

Similarly, ci
k explains the frequency-specific influence of the

TMS input on the kth frequency of the ith source. Together this

allows modelling of ‘within frequency’ and ‘cross-frequency’

coupling, ‘within’ (i.e. self modulation) and ‘between’ sources.

The spatial forward model embedded in our DCM models

for induced responses used a head model computed using the

boundary element method, with homogeneous and isotropic

conductivity as an approximation to the brain, cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF), skull, and scalp surfaces. Co-registration of elec-

trode position and the head model was performed in each

subject before model computation. Cortical sources were

modelled as equivalent current dipoles (ECDs)25,36 centered on

coordinates of six cortical sources that were selected a priori

based on their hierarchical connectivity with the occipital

lobe.26,27 Source locations (and coordinates) were: left inferior

occipital gyrus (IOG) (MNI e27e97 e10), right IOG (27e97 e10),
left superior parietal lobule (SPL) (e26e64 56), right SPL (26e64

56), left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) (e48 40 20), and

right dorsolateral PFC (48 40 20).
Bayesian model selection for induced responses

For the DCManalysis of induced responses, individual TMS-EEG

trials were linearly detrended and BMS was used to optimise

model parameters for the analysis, with both awake and pro-

pofol data included together for selection of parameters. BMS

calculates the evidence for a model by taking the marginal

likelihood over the conditional density of themodel parameters

and estimating the probability of the data, given a particular

model. This can be used to compare and select the best model

amongst alternative models. BMS was performed in a sequen-

tial manner to assess parameters for optimal onset time for the

DCM of cortical response to TMS (testing 0e20 ms onset times

after TMS to 400ms after TMS; data not shown); themodulation

of feedforward connections, feedback connections, or both

(Supplementary Fig. S1); the presence of connectivity modula-

tion at lower cortical hierarchy levels, higher cortical hierarchy

levels, or both (so-called ‘B parameters’; Supplementary Fig. S2);

the presence of linear effects, non-linear (cross-frequency) ef-

fects, or both (Supplementary Fig. S3); and inclusion of ‘within

region’ intrinsic (self) modulation at each source

(Supplementary Fig. S4). The model with the highest posterior

probability for each class of model parameter was selected for

model comparison in the next step. The best DCM model was

kept for the final analysis that compared connectivity param-

eters between wakefulness and propofol sedation.
Dynamic causal modelling of the evoked response
potential

In contrast to DCM of induced responses, DCM of ERPs focuses

on the time domain and aims at finding differences in cortical

connectivity best explaining dynamical differences in scalp

evoked responses. It also includesa generativemodelof cortical

activity in the form of a neural mass model with dynamic in-

teractions between inhibitory and excitatory subpopulations of

neurones within each cortical area, and asymmetries feedfor-

ward vs feedback connections that reflect known asymmetries

in connectivity between hierarchically related cortical areas.37

This model is based on three subpopulations38 of cells: excit-

atory spiny stellate interneurons, inhibitory interneurons, and

pyramidal cells. Within each region, pyramidal cells are bidi-

rectionally coupled to excitatory and inhibitory interneurons,

and inhibitory interneurons connect to each other. Pyramidal

cells are also the projection neurons, connecting laterally to all

three populations of cells in other columns, and to higher and

lower levels of the cortical hierarchy. Feedforward projections

from pyramidal cells terminate on excitatory interneurons,

whereas feedbackprojections terminate onpyramidal cells and

inhibitory interneurons. State equations for DCM of ERPs are

explained in detail here.39

In this neural mass model, spiny stellate excitatory inter-

neurones act as the recipient cell for exogenous inputs u(t) (in

our case, TMS applied to left IOG). The external input com-

prises two components. The first input component corre-

sponds to an event-related burst delayed relative to stimulus

onset, and is modelled as a gamma density function truncated

to peri-stimulus time. The second component models fluctu-

ations in input as a discrete cosine set as a function of peri-

stimulus time. Modulatory effects of experimental factors
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(e.g. awake vs anaesthetised) are modelled through changes in

connection strengths that explain differences in TMS-evoked

ERP.

Similar to BMS analysis of DCM for induced responses, BMS

for DCM of ERPs was performed in a sequential manner to

optimise the onset time of the cortical response to TMS

(testing 0e20 ms after TMS); modulation of feedforward con-

nections, feedback connections, or both; and the presence of

connectivity modulation at lower cortical hierarchy levels,

higher cortical hierarchy levels, or both. For DCM of the ERP,

the spatial forward model was parameterised using a bound-

ary elementmethod and the same priors on cortical sources as

described above. For DCM of ERPs, a choice between ECD and

cortical patches is available25,36; BMS revealed higher model

evidence for DCM models using cortical patches, which we

used in our final model.
Statistical analysis of dynamic causal modelling
estimates for induced responses

Parameter estimates of changes in connectivity between

wakefulness and propofol sedation (B parameters) obtained

from the Bayes-optimal DCM model were entered in a full

factorial designwith eight levels (one per connection) and three

factors: feedback vs feedforward directions, lower (occipital to

parietal) vs higher (parietal to frontal) hierarchical levels, and

left vs right hemispheres. First, an omnibus F-contrast investi-

gated for any effect of modulation of cortical connectivity be-

tween wakefulness and propofol sedation (using an eye(8) F-

contrast as implemented in SPM; n¼8 per group). A further F-

test searched for an effect of hierarchical level on connectivity

changes (n¼8 per group). A sensitivity F-test was conducted

comparing mild sedation to deep sedation with propofol (n¼3

per group). Finally, post hoc t-tests investigated the presence of

increased vs decreased cross-frequency coupling in feedfor-

ward or feedback connections in propofol compared to wake-

fulness (n¼8 per group): two contrasts used zeros for all

feedback connections and 1 or e1 for feedforward connections,

and two other contrasts used zeros for all feedforward con-

nections and 1 ore1 for feedback connections. The final post hoc

analyses used a e1 per connection and zeros for all other con-

nections. All results were corrected for multiple comparisons

across frequencies using peak-based FWE P<0.05 of the peak

response.Where appropriate further exploratory analyseswere

conducted with P<0.001 of the peak response.
Statistical analysis of dynamic causal modelling
estimates for the evoked response potential

As in DCM of induced responses, parameter estimates for

changes in connectivity induced by propofol (compared to

awake) were obtained from the ‘B parameters’ of DCMmodels.

One sample t-tests were then conducted with a null hypoth-

esis of zero change (mean values of 0). Statistical significance

was set as a Bonferroni corrected P value of 0.05/8¼0.00625

(multiple correction for the eight connections (connectivity

estimates) tested).
Results

Propofol induces a loss of induced and evoked power
in EEG responses within single electrodes

We confirmed that changes in induced and evoked power

were evident in sensor space. Decreased induced power was
noted in occipital, parietal, and frontal channels after oc-

cipital TMS (Fig. 1). Notably, in the occipital channel PO3

30e38 Hz power was reduced (cluster FWE P<0.001, peak

level FWE P¼0.062). Of the parietal channels, CP3 showed

significant differences at 18 Hz (cluster level FWE P¼0.011,

peak level FWE P¼0.215). FWE corrected differences were

noted in both frontal channels at 38e40 Hz (AF1 FWE cluster

P<0.001, FWE peak P¼0.205; AF2 FWE cluster P<0.001, FWE

peak P¼0.081).

To provide an alternative description of the time frequency

changes, we conducted an analysis of evoked power.

Decreased evoked power was observed in most electrodes

during propofol compared towakefulness (Fig. 1). In particular,

occipital channels PO3 and PO4 showed decreased power

respectively at 11 Hz (peak level FWE P¼0.0127) and 21 Hz (peak

level FWE P¼0.045). In parietal regions, channel CP3 showed

decreased evoked power at 12 Hz (peak level FWE P¼0.017) and

18 Hz (peak level FWE P¼0.020), and channel CP4 showed

decreased power at 29 Hz (peak level FWE P¼0.034) and 33 Hz

(peak level FWE P¼0.044). Frontal channel AF1 also showed

decreased 40 Hz evoked power (peak level FWE P¼0.045). In

summary, induced power changes occurred across channels in

the beta and gamma range and, consistent with prior data of

the natural frequencies of different brain regions after TMS,40

the evoked power differences observed over occipital and pa-

rietal cortexwere in the alpha and beta frequencies, and a peak

in the frontal cortex in gamma frequencies.
Bayesian model selection: dynamic causal modelling
of induced responses

To investigate the optimal parameters to include in the DCM,

BMS was undertaken. Maximum model evidence was ob-

tained for the following parameter choices: onset time of

cortical responses¼0 ms (rather than 4, 8, 16, or 20 ms),

modulation of both feedforward or feedback connections

rather than only one connection type (Fig. 2A), modulation of

both occipitoparietal and frontoparietal connections rather

than only one cortical hierarchical level (Fig. 2B), both linear

and non-linear connectivity vs linear only or non-linear only

(Fig. 2C), and intrinsic (self) modulation at each source

(Fig. 2D). Critically, within the resultingmodel, including 0ms

onset time, modulation of all hierarchical levels and

connection types and both linear and non-linear power

connectivity was given the highest posterior evidence. The

best performing model showed a difference in the mean log

Bayes factor between groups of 779 (with each subject

showing a difference of greater than 3; a difference greater

than 3 is considered strong evidence41) with the next highest

performing model. The optimal model is displayed in

Figure 2E, with the connections numbered in the order used

in subsequent figures.
Dynamic causal modelling of induced responses:
propofol reduces feedforward connectivity

Anexample of the awakeandpropofol source reconstructedand

final DCM model data are shown in Supplementary Figure S5.

We used a full factorial design to analyse the connectivity

changes predicted by DCM, including linear and non-linear fre-

quency relationships, during propofol-induced unresponsive-

ness compared to wakefulness (n¼8 subjects per group). In the

DCM, linear connectivity relationships would occur between

specific frequencies (e.g. 8 to 8 Hz coupling) whereas non-linear



Fig 1. Sensor-space induced (left) and evoked (right) EEG responses to transmagnetic stimulation (TMS) in wakefulness and propofol:

displayed for frontal electrodes AF1 and AF2, parietal electrodes CP3 and CP4 and occipital electrodes PO3 (input, i.e. closest to TMS pulse)

and PO4 shown in rows. The columns show the wake and propofol time frequency responses at the respective electrodes from e100 to 400

ms after the TMS and in the last column the T contrast results for the propofol-induced decreases in TMS-EEG evoked power between 0 to

400 ms after TMS. Red implies decreased power during propofol compared to wakefulness (thresholded at P<0.001 uncorrected for display

purposes to show changes for each electrode; n¼8 subjects per group).
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connectivity refers to cross-frequency coupling (e.g. 8e40 Hz).

An omnibus F-test revealed that propofol-induced uncon-

sciousness was associated with altered thetaetheta and theta/

alphaegamma coupling. Figure 3A shows statistically signifi-

cant differences in frequencyefrequency coupling between

awake and propofol. In the theta band, coupling from peak fre-

quencies at 8 to 8 Hz was altered by propofol (peak level FWE

P¼0.029; Fig. 3B shows the contrast estimates per connection).

Theta/alphaegamma coupling from 8 to 40 Hz (peak level FWE

P¼0.008; Fig. 3C) and 12e38 Hz (peak level FWE P¼0.015; Fig. 3D)

was also reduced. These connectivity changes predominantly

involved feedforward connectivity. A second peak, involving

feedforward and feedback connectivity, narrowly missed sta-

tistical significance (from 24 to 16 Hz, P<0.001 uncorrected cor-

responding to a peak level FWE P¼0.097). Although this model

did not have the highest posterior evidence in BMS, we

confirmed similar findings with modelling from 20 to 400 ms,

excluding any effect of the TMSartifact (n¼8 subjects per group).

We next conducted a sensitivity analysis comparing the avail-

able data from three subjects with light sedation from propofol

and the more deeply sedated state (Ramsay 5e6; n¼3 subjects

per group). Using the sameomnibus F-test, deeper sedationwith

propofol was associated with reduced alphaegamma coupling

(10e38 Hz) that again predominantly involved feedforward

connections (Fig. 3E and F).
Post hoc analyses

Subsequent post hoc t-contrasts of the DCM data for induced

responses, which analyse for frequency changes associated

with feedforward or feedback processing, identified significant

decreases in connectivity under propofol sedation compared

to wakefulness in both feedforward and feedback directions

(all n¼8 subjects per group). Feedforward connectivity was

decreased between alpha to gamma [12e38 Hz; peak level FWE

P¼0.000; contrast estimate, mean (standard deviation), 1.04

(0.48)]. Meanwhile, feedback connectivity was decreased in the

beta range [26e32 Hz; peak level FWE P¼0.022; contrast esti-

mate 0.44 (0.30); and 22 to 14 Hz; peak level FWE P¼0.049;

contrast estimate 0.20 (0.14)] and in the alpha range [10e12 Hz;

peak level FWE P¼0.029; contrast estimate 0.27 (0.19)].

In order to identify which connections were involved in

these changes, we performed post hoc T contrasts over each

connection (Fig. 4). All feedforward connections showed

depressed connectivity induced by propofol: left IOG to SPL

[connection 1: 12e36 Hz; contrast estimate: 0.62 (0.36), peak

level FWE P¼0.009], right IOG to SPL [connection 2: 6e40 Hz;

contrast estimate: 0.29 (0.17), peak level FWE P¼0.004], left SPL

to PFC [connection 3: 8 to 8 Hz; contrast estimate: 0.19 (0.11),

peak level FWE P¼0.018], right SPL to PFC [connection 4: 8e40

Hz; contrast estimate: 0.19 (0.11), peak level FWE P¼0.030]. One

feedback connection, right SPL to IOG, also exhibited



Fig 2. Bayesian model selection for the dynamic causal models with different connectivity modulation profiles. (A) Full model vs feed-

forward connections only vs feedback connections only (as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1) and (B) full model vs full with no occipito-

parietal connections vs full with no frontoparietal connections (as shown in Supplementary Fig. S2); (C) full model vs non-linear cross-

frequency coupling (e.g. 8e30 Hz) vs linear (e.g. 8 to 8 Hz coupling) coupling modulations (as shown in Supplementary Fig. S3) and (D)

inclusion of intrinsic modulation at the source or not (as shown in Supplementary Fig. 4A). The optimal DCM selected after BMS is shown

in (E). Numbers 1e8 in (E) refer to connection order for parameter estimates as displayed in Figures 2 and 3. BMS, Bayesian model selection;

DCM, dynamic causal modelling; FB, feedback; FF, feedforward; FP, frontoparietal; IM, intrinsic modulation; IOG, inferior occipital gyrus; L,

linear; NL, non-linear; OP, occipitoparietal; PFC, prefrontal cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule. Arrows indicate linear coupling, dashed

arrows denote non-linear coupling. The anatomical locations are presented on a template brain showing left (L) and right (R) hemispheres.

Based on n¼8 subjects per group.
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depressed connectivity in various frequency bands [connec-

tion 6: 8 to 8 Hz: contrast estimate: 0.14 (0.08), peak level FWE

P¼0.014; 40 to 20 Hz: contrast estimate: 0.20 (0.14), peak level

FWE P¼0.031; and 26e36 Hz: contrast estimate: 0.16 (0.11), peak

level FWE P¼0.043].
Dynamic causal modelling for evoked response
potentials: propofol reduces feedforward connectivity

DCM for ERPs included a three subpopulation neural mass

model at each cortical source38 (Fig. 5A) that is not part of the

DCM for induced responses. The finalmodel selected by BMS is

shown in Figure 5B with an example of the model applied to a

single subject ERP in Supplementary Figure S6. DCM of the ERP

demonstrated a similar emphasis on the suppression of

feedforward signalling during propofol-induced unrespon-

siveness (Fig. 5C). After Bonferroni correction for multiple

comparison across eight connections tested, only the feed-

forward connection contrast estimate from left IOG to SPL

showed significant impairment after left-sided occipital TMS
(P¼0.004). A qualitatively similar result was obtained with

modelling from 20 to 400 ms after TMS, revealing the affected

connectionwas feedforward left occipital to parietal; however,

this did not reach significance at P<0.00625 (P¼0.007).
Discussion

Propofol diminished evoked power after TMS across several

sensors, with some variation in these sensors dependent on

the underlying hierarchical regions of cortex. DCM of

induced responses and ERPs after occipital TMS demon-

strated impaired feedforward connectivity during propofol-

induced unresponsiveness. Herein, we formally describe

the diminished propagation of cortical responses after TMS

targeted to a lower-order cortical region.1,2,5 This manifested

as predominantly impaired feedforward connectivity,

although feedback changes were also apparent in post hoc

testing. This is important as the anaesthesia literature fo-

cuses heavily on feedback signalling. Our parsimonious

explanation is that both feedback and feedforward



Fig 3. Decreased cross-frequency coupling throughout the cortical hierarchy during propofol-induced unconsciousness. (A) Frequency vs

frequency plot displaying the significant clusters of altered cross-frequency coupling revealed by omnibus F-test in red. (B) Parameter

estimates for change in connectivity strength over connections 1e8 for propofol compared to wakefulness, for the maximum peaks of

significance plotted in (A): 8e8 Hz (B), 8e40 Hz (C), and 12e38 Hz (FWE P<0.05; n¼8 subjects per group). (E) and (F) show the sensitivity

analysis comparing the difference in mild sedation (Ramsay scale 3) compared to deep sedation (Ramsay scale 5e6; n¼3 subjects per

group). (E) Frequency vs frequency plot displaying the significant clusters of altered cross-frequency coupling revealed by omnibus F-test in

red for the mild vs deep sedation. (F) Parameter estimates for change in connectivity strength over connections 1e8 for propofol compared

to wakefulness, for the maximum peaks of significance plotted in (E) at 10e38 Hz coupling (FWE P<0.05). FWE, family-wise error.
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Fig 4. Post hoc T contrasts show that propofol impairs connectivity in five out of eight connections in DCM of the induced response. Across

the eight connections between inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), superior parietal lobule (SPL) and PFC (prefrontal cortex), five connections

show significant differences in T contrasts (connections 1e4 and 6). For each connection where family-wise error (FWE) corrected dif-

ferences (P<0.05) were detected, a frequencyefrequency plot is shown (to the left of the connection number for plots 1e4 that show

feedforward connections) and to the right of connection number 6, a feedback connection). Red denotes significant impairments frequency

coupling for that connection (FWE P<0.05). Arrows indicate linear coupling, dashed arrows denote non-linear coupling. Based on n¼8

subjects per group.
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connectivity are impaired under anaesthesia, and each form

is more easily revealed in different paradigms (resting state

vs TMS evoked responses from lower order cortex). This is

biologically plausible as resting state measures may
Fig 5. Propofol impairs feedforward coupling in a dynamic causal mod

microcircuitry assumed at each source in the biophysical DCM model f

responses of superficial and deep pyramidal cells (triangles) are modula

model selected by BMS. (C) Parameter estimates for change in conn

wakefulness. Connection 1 (feedforward from left IOG to left SPL) show

Based on n¼8 subjects per group. BMS, Bayesian model selection; DCM

perior parietal lobule; PFC, prefrontal cortex.
emphasise feedback connectivity,16,29,42 whereas evoked re-

sponses recruit feedforward pathways.23,43 BMS identified a

model with both feedforward and feedback connections as

best explaining the data, supporting our intention to
el of the evoked response potential (ERP). (A) Displays the cortical

or the ERP (that is not included for DCM of induced responses). The

ted by spiny stellate cells and inhibitory interneurons. (B) The final

ectivity strength for connections 1e8 for propofol compared to

s significantly impaired connectivity (Bonferroni corrected P<0.05).
, dynamic causal modelling; IOG, inferior occipital gyrus; SPL, su-
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sensitively test bidirectional effects on connectivity in the

cortical hierarchy.

BMS of DCM suggested that the most complex model,

including both within and cross-frequency coupling, and in

feedback and feedforward directions, best explained our data.

This means that effects on feedback and feedforward con-

nections could be sensitively tested in our experiment. From

this basis, we investigated the impact of propofol titrated to

induce unresponsiveness, identifying predominantly an effect

on feedforward connectivity. TMS, which is a direct cortical

stimulus that bypasses any subcortical gate for signalling, is

an artificial stimulus that lacks a biological analogue. As such,

the biological relevance of the stimulus may be questioned.

However, TMS provides direct information about cortical

processing1,2,4,5 and has been used successfully across cogni-

tive neuroscience to this end. Furthermore, TMS has remark-

able diagnostic value to differentiate levels of consciousness1;

we propose that understanding the cortical response to TMS

will provide novel insights into the mechanisms of

consciousness.
Caveats

We have reported that 27% of subjects report dreaming on

awakening from multimodal clinical anaesthesia with propo-

fol.44 In this volunteer study, no subjects (0/8) reported such

experiences. Future larger volunteer studies should identify

whether dreaming also occurs in the laboratory setting. Of

many methods of investigating connectivity, we chose to use

DCM based on our prior experience16,45 and our focus on

modelling effects in the cortical hierarchy as explicitly as

possible. All methods of connectivity assessment have poten-

tial pitfalls,46 and DCM has been similarly critiqued.25,31,47,48

DCM of the induced response does not rely on specific biolog-

ical priors about the cortical microcircuit, making it less

vulnerable to criticism over the specifics of the biological

model used in DCM for ERP.25,31 Both models, however, indi-

cated decreased feedforward connectivity during propofol-

induced unconsciousness. We focused on a hierarchy of

cortical sources involved in visual perception. Importantly the

TMS stimulus did not change conscious experience itself, but

did provoke an induced/evoked EEG response that could be

used to test changes in connectivity. Similar to the ‘gold stan-

dard’ connectivity measure of Granger causality,46 the

modelling is time dependent, ensuring that inputs precede

outputs. A strength overGranger causality analysis is that DCM

of induced responses permits inferences about cross-

frequency coupling, which are prominent in cortical dy-

namics.30 Nonetheless, DCM has weaknesses. It is computa-

tionally intensive, even when limited to eight frequency

modes. Hence, despite the apparent complexity of our

modelling approach, DCM might overlook even more com-

plexdbut biologically importantdrelationships. The primary

strength in our approach is to provide a model-driven assess-

ment of connectivity ‘between regions’ and ‘cross-fre-

quencies’. This represents a novel approach for EEG analysis in

the anaesthesia literature, which typically uses ‘within fre-

quency’ connectivity measures for effects ‘between regions’.

A further strength of our analysis is the robust statistical

approach using FWE correction based on random field theory

to reduce type 1 error. We then supported our findings with

DCM of the ERP, which uses a biological model based on the

canonical cortical microcircuit.23,38,49 These models have

proved useful for probing conscious and unconscious states,45
and our use of this biological model supports the effect on

feedforward processing elucidated by DCM of induced re-

sponses. It is also important to note that DCM of ERPs

(compared to the induced model) invoked a different spatial

forward model, providing further evidence that the results

from DCM of the induced response are robust.

Although the focus of our study was to identify whether

propofol interfered with connectivity, including cross-

frequency coupling, our scalp EEG recordings are not well

suited to detect effects on ascending connectivity within

higher gamma frequencies.50 Future studies should use alter-

nate methodologies, for example magnetonencephalography

or intracranial recordings, to assess the role of high gamma

activity. Also, investigating the role of the thalamus, although

of potential theoretical interest6,51 was not technically feasible

in the present study, but could be investigated in future studies

particularly using invasive recordings.

A further important caveat is that our awake data were

collected with eyes open, whereas during our sedation data

subjects had their eyes closed. Although seemingly a small

detail, in spontaneous EEG eye opening and closing is associ-

ated with changes in occipital cortical alpha power, which

could have affected the results. As this may have affected the

results, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the available

data (three subjects) who had TMS data collected at Ramsay

sedation scale 3 compared with level 5 to 6 (n¼3 subjects per

group; Fig. 3E and F). At both these stages of sedation, subjects

had their eyes closed. These data support the primary

endpoint showing that alphaegamma coupling, predomi-

nantly in feedforward connections, is affected by propofol at

the transition to loss of responsiveness to the environment.

Hence, we consider it unlikely that the changes in the power

coupling of the induced response that we observe relate

merely to the eyes being open or closed and the consequent

effects on the spectra of occipital cortex. It is worth stressing

that we treated the awake and propofol sedation periods as

steady state, but the propofol period may not have reached a

steady state with a 5 min equilibration. Hence the periods of

propofol sedation may be more unstable than would be ideal.
Implications for understanding impairment of
consciousness induced by anaesthetics

We have shown reduced power responses under propofol

after TMS at several cortical electrodes. If this is shown in

other paradigms to track levels of consciousness, a monitor

might be derived that looks at reduced power responses at a

single electrode. This hypothesis will need testing in further

volunteers before clinical trial testing begins. Fundamentally

we show that feedforward signalling is impaired under

anaesthesia. Critically this involved thetaetheta and theta/

alphaegamma coupling, which prior studies have suggested

are critical to feedforward processing.23,43,46,52 These findings

complement prior work showing that propofol impairs long-

range cortical connectivity16,53,54 and that feedforward and

feedback connections are affected in different frequency

bands.43,50,52,55 To this end, our sensitivity analyses showed

feedback changes in the beta and alpha bands that are

consistent with the literature. Although general anaesthetics

are thought to affect cross-frequency coupling within re-

gion56,57 and phaseeamplitude coupling within frontal and

parietal electrodes,12,16,56,58 our results suggest that cross-

frequency power coupling between levels of the cortical hi-

erarchy is affected by anaesthesia. Theoretically, this would
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affect integration of information across the cortical

hierarchy.

Our experiments were designed to identify whether ef-

fects on feedforward processing could be detected after TMS

by targeting a lower-order cortical region. As such, we

maximised sensitivity to identify this feedforward effect.

This may have meant that feedback effects only came to

prominence after lowering the statistical threshold on the F-

test for induced responses or in the post hoc t-tests. However,

we did not identify a strong signal on feedback processing in

DCM of the ERP. Nonetheless, we find it plausible that pro-

pofol affects both feedforward and feedback processing; the

next stage is to understand the convergence or divergence of

these effects during clinical anaesthesia. It is worth empha-

sising that feedback frontoparietal connectivity was not

found to be affected by propofol unlike in our prior DCM

study.16 Rather, feedback SPL to IOG connectivity was

impaired. This may relate to the specifics of our experi-

mental paradigm (TMS targeted to the lower-order cortex),

and this should be tested through TMS applied to higher-

order regions to more directly recruit feedback frontopar-

ietal connectivity.

A recent study showed that ~5% of patients may be aware

of sensory stimuli (‘connected consciousness’) under general

anaesthesia, which is a potentially important clinical prob-

lem6,59 that likely involves ascending transmission of sensory

information. As sensory cortices are still readily activated by

surgical stimulation under anaesthesia,6 and connected con-

sciousness can occur under anaesthesia without frontal

cortical activation,60 future studies should assess how anaes-

thesia affects feedforward connectivity after evoked sensory

stimuli and what levels of the cortical hierarchy are involved.

In particular, we hypothesise that impaired feedforward con-

nectivity contributes to sensory disconnection from the envi-

ronment.6 Further experiments recording TMS-EEG during

states of both unconsciousness and of connected/discon-

nected consciousness would elucidate if loss of hierarchical

cross-frequency coupling within the cortex also contributes to

anaesthesia-induced sensory disconnection. Nonetheless,

bidirectional effects on hierarchical connectivity are altered

during propofol-induced loss of consciousness, furthering our

understanding of cortical connectivity as probed by TMS.
Conclusions

Our results suggest that cortical timeefrequency spectral re-

sponses to TMS are perturbed by propofol sedation. Impaired

feedforward connectivity, using cross-frequency coupling be-

tween hierarchical cortical regions, is evident during propofol-

induced unconsciousness. These results shed light on the

neural mechanisms of the loss of integration induced by pro-

pofol sedation in the cerebral cortex, and suggest that changes

in both feedforward and feedback connectivity throughout the

cortical hierarchy might be involved in the effect of anaes-

thesia on consciousness.
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